
Remaining dry and comfortable
is important to bowhunting
success, but just as important

is passing detection from the wary
ears of sage big-game animals.

I’ve spent some rough times in
the outdoors at the cruel hands of
Mother Nature, wet to the bone and
hypothermic, or simply squishing
along in cotton duds like the prover-
bial drowned rat following a sudden
thundershower. Most of those
episodes are decades old in the fuzzy
annals of my deteriorating memory,
as when I began bowhunting in the
late 1970s raingear and bowhunting
were as compatible as swimsuits and
late-season whitetail stands. Raingear
of old was bulky and impossibly noisy
– at least in the context of close-range
bowhunting encounters. Little of it
held a camouflage shell. By the late
1980s general rainwear had become at
least more compact, allowing you to
stash it against hunkering down while
riding out unexpected rain, while
traveling in a spray-drenched boat
chasing caribou or motoring through
early-morning drizzle on an ATV. But
it still left much to be desired in
regards to pure stealth, creating
game-spooking rustles and crackles
while shifting or drawing a bow, espe-
cially when temperatures plummet-
ed.

Using the term “Bowhunting
Raingear” without intending an obvi-
ous oxymoron is a recent develop-
ment to our sport. “Quiet” in a duck
blind isn’t quite the same as quiet in a
whitetail stand. The continued devel-
opment of silent polyester fabric
shells is largely responsible, soft
fleeces of various textures and weaves
that are inherently hydrophobic
(water-hating), or at least retain
insignificant water weight when the
outer shell is saturated through. In
addition, space-age waterproof and

breathable membrane technology has
advanced through increasingly, effec-
tive generations (Gore-Tex most
notably, but also APX, RainBlocker,
HMX and Aquatex, to name but a few
familiar names in the industry). The
breathable part is important. Trash
bags are waterproof  but wearing one
while bowhunting is sure to result in a
sweat bath. 

Also, waterproof should not be
confused with water resistant or
repellent. Water resistance or repel-
lency resulting from windproof barri-
ers, water-repellent surface finishes
(DWR – Durable Water Repellency —
for instance) or many tightly-woven
fabrics (even wool) might bead light
drizzles, and perhaps keep you dry
while pushing through dew-soaked
vegetation during a half-mile trek to a
stand. But it doesn’t translate into all-
day comfort during persistent rain or
melting snow or even when sitting on
wet ground picking a landscape apart
with binoculars. Note, though, DWR
finishes (when combined with water-
proof barriers) can keep the outer fab-
ric from becoming saturated, a situa-

tion which can result in conductive
heat loss and extra weight.

According to Brad Yeomans,
Fabrics Division associate with W.L.
Gore & Associates (makers of gold-
standard waterproof and windproof
breathable Gore-Tex), true waterproof
qualities include several important
attributes. “First, waterproof gar-
ments shouldn’t leak during their
intended use, whether that be golf or
bowhunting. There’s no universal
standard for waterproofness, but the
latest version of Gore-Tex (Active
Shell) is engineered to withstand
water entry pressure to 30 psi or more
(while also allowing interior moisture
to escape). For instance, a 165-pound
person kneeling on wet ground sub-
jects a garment to about 16 psi of pres-
sure – about 3 psi while sitting. A gar-
ment could be rated to 1 psi and be
labeled ‘waterproof.’ Gore-Tex also
insists products using our fabric be
fully seam sealed and include effec-
tive closures on the hood, wrists and
neck to prevent wicking from any
openings.”                       

Of course modern bowhunting
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The Challenge of Staying

Onyx Essential raingear from Absolute Outdoors includes
ArcticShield technology that provides insulating warmth
without the bulk of standard insulations. It is also water-
proof and breathable.
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rainwear also includes the latest in the
camouflage makers’ art, patterns
helping hunters blend into varied
environments, allowing us to get clos-
er while stalking or to go unnoticed
while sitting in wait of increasingly-
wary game. As an added benefit, the
latest synthetic materials accept a
very accurate image, resulting in
razor-sharp printing resistant to soft-
ening or color shifting. This results in
a camouflage pattern as their creators
intended, instead of the soft, fuzzy-
edged patterns found on many other
fabrics like cotton and wool. 

There are really but two kinds of
bowhunting rainwear — three if you
want to split hairs. The first is likely
most common with western
bowhunters, or anyone who spends
much of their time afield plying
warmer early seasons. These are light-
weight outfits carried in a daypack as

insurance against intermittent show-
ers, or worn while bowhunting in wet
conditions but otherwise moderate
temperatures. Lightweight raingear
also serves as a layer while climbing
and moving during chilly periods of
moisture, such as during an arctic
caribou hunt or while chasing bugling
bulls at extreme altitude. The second
class includes heavier gear made for
the sedentary bowhunter (sitting an
early season treestand) or those
bowhunting colder weather. This can
be further broken into a third class of
heavily insulated goods targeted
directly at whitetail hunters sitting or
slowly still-hunting snowy days with
temperatures well below freezing. The
first can be worn during any season
with proper layering, serving the
bowhunter through many situations
and settings. The latter, obviously,
would prove ill suited for the early-

season bowhunter or those on the
move since it would be much too
warm.

Of the first two classes, which a
customer chooses can also have
much to do with terrain and vegeta-
tive types encountered in particular
regions. I’ve owned ultra-light gear
that was comfortable in a wide variety
of climates (with proper layering) and
easily packed for sporadic use during
warmer hunts. But it proved a tad
fragile after two weeks of, say, pushing
through thick brush while pursuing
Newfoundland or Alaska moose, or
during January spot-and-stalk forays
in South Texas or southern Arizona
thorn country, for instance. Long-
term durability is normally directly
related to garment weight.

Furthermore, bowhunting quiet
includes various degrees of stealth. In
the simplest of terms, a bugling bull
elk at 40 yards, standing in remote
wilderness, isn’t as demanding as a
hunter-savvy suburban whitetail at 17
yards on a dead-still morning. On a
scale of 1 to 3, “1” relates to that
demanding whitetail buck mentioned
above, while “3” indicates raingear
stashed as insurance against occa-
sional storms, but not meant to wear
while actually hunting. A “class-2”
garment would serve during the elk
encounter already related. The differ-
ence is important to the success of
your customers, as “class-3” raingear
would most often result in disap-
pointment when applied to a “class-1”
situation, while “class-2” gear can be
made to work in all situations in a
pinch, most pointedly by applying
more careful shot timing regarding
more demanding scenarios. The argu-
ment could be made that in direct
relation to close-range bowhunting,
“class 1” raingear doesn’t actually exist
– in relation to true class 1 garments
such as virgin wool, so all is relative to

Dry & Quiet Enough to Kill

By Patrick Meitin

WoodNTrail Jacket and Pants use a proprietary Exodry
lining that is waterproof, but also wicks moisture away
from the skin and sends it out while perspiring. The
DWR-treated shells are bowhunting quiet and tough.
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specific use by your customer. 
To review your options in stocking

raingear, I’ve listed the companies
alphabetically. Remember on my
bowhunting quietness scale, class 1 is
the quietest.

ArcticShield/Absolute Outdoors
(320-252-2056; www.absoluteout-
doorinc.com) 

ArcticShield garments can be
summed up in three words: Warmth
without bulk. Proprietary ArcticShield
technology utilizes multi-layered
thermal material to capture and
return up to 90 percent of a customer’s
body heat, assuring warmth in cold
conditions, but without puffy quali-
ties related to standard insulations.
When it comes to staying comfortable
in wet environments Onyx Essential
garments are a wind and waterproof
jacket and pant set with state-of-the-
art ArcticShield technology included.
This lightweight suit is designed for
cool, if not brutally cold, conditions
encountered during the average fall
hunt, offering Class 1 to 2 silence via
burr-free micro suede outer shell and
polyester lining.

Jacket features include a two-way
front zipper, neoprene wrist cuffs with
Velcro adjustment tabs, zippered

chest and interior
patch, front slash and
easy-access interior
pockets, elastic waist-
band, chin guard and
license loop. Pants
include a buckled waist
adjustment, elastic
waist with belt loops,
zippered fly, rear, slash
and cargo pockets and
knee-high leg zippers
with side gussets. The
pants gussets have
storm flaps with snaps
and adjustable Velcro
ankle cuffs. This rain-
wear is pictured on page
34 in the Mossy Oak
Infinity pattern, or can
be ordered in Realtree All Purpose.  

ASAT Camouflage (406-563-
9336; www.asatcamo.com) 

What ASAT camouflage lacks in
shelf appeal (no eye-grabbing photo-
realistic leaves, acorns or twigs)  it
absolutely makes up for in deadly
effectiveness in the field where it real-
ly counts. ASAT is also a growing con-
cern in the field of cutting-edge
bowhunting wear, with material tech-
nologies and designs made to help
customers achieve success in the
field. Prime examples include the
company’s Light Weight Rain Gear

and heavier
Ultimate Jacket
and Pants.

The Light
Weight Package
Rain Gear is a
two-piece set
including a
pullover jacket
and pants
designed to
pack in small
spaces and not
weigh a hunter
down. They
come in indi-
vidual bags for
easy storage.
The pullover
jacket includes
a quarter front
zipper and is
cut longer in

the rear to keep customers covered
while sitting or bending. The cuffs
have Velcro-tab closures to seal out
weather around wrists. Pants include
an elastic waist and 11 inch zippers at
the ankles. 

ASAT’s Ultimate Jacket and Pants
are termed super silent (Class 1),
windproof, waterproof and breath-
able. The unique construction allows
natural body vapor to escape while
keeping exterior moisture out for
maximum comfort in wet weather,
while a quiet, shine-free brushed flat
finish with soft lining keeps
bowhunters in the game. The black
interior lining also makes the garment
warm and doesn’t restrict motion
while climbing into trees or drawing a
bow. The jacket features 12 inch pit
zips for ventilation, two covered
upper chest pockets, two covered
slash hand-warmer pockets and two
inside chest pockets, a removable zip-
pered/adjustable hood and 5 inch
wrist zippers for easy jacket removal
while wearing gloves. Ultimate duds
sport the Lotus NanoBarrier Eco-
Friendly Fabric Treatment, an
extremely hydrophobic compound
that repels water and dirt. The propri-
etary treatment creates an air barrier
between water droplets and the fab-
ric, causing water to roll off, washing
away debris and odor-causing conta-
minates in the process. This self-
cleaning process also minimizes wash
times and detergent requirements.  

ASAT Camouflage has a loyal follow-
ing among die-hard bowhunters, the
company’s Ultimate Jacket and Pant
include a proprietary NanoBarrier
treatment that makes them super
quiet and waterproof.

Browning’s highly-popular Hydro-Fleece waterproof wear
is back and better than ever, thanks to new materials and
technologies, including the HMX waterproof/breathable
barrier and a water resistant shell treatment.
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Browning (800-333-3504;
www.browning.com) 

Browning has been a mainstay
in American bowhunting for
decades, consistently remaining on
the forefront of revolutionary mate-
rials technology and innovative tai-
loring. Browning’s new Deluge Jacket
(MSRP $150) and Pants ($100) are yet
another reason that legacy will con-
tinue. The ultra lightweight HMX 2.5
layer fabric is seam sealed with
matching 2.5 layer tape to assure
these garments are water tight yet
breathable. The jacket includes zip-
pered hand-warmer pockets, set-in
sleeve construction, attached hood
with draw-cord adjustment and
molded visor brim, elastic cuffs with
Velcro adjustment, full front zipper
with weather turning WeatherGuard
zipper and chin guard, inside securi-
ty pocket with zipper closure, bot-
tom hem drawcord adjusted from
inside pockets, license tab and stuff
bag. Pants feature identical water-
proof/ breathable construction,
elastic waist with drawcord and belt

loops, two front pockets and one
rear, elastic cuffs, knee-length open-
ings equipped with WaterGuard zip-
pers and storage stuff bag.

The other big news at Browning is
the return of its popular Hydro-Fleece
Waterproof Apparel. This super-quiet
waterproof fleece gear includes new
innovations and state-of-the-art fab-
rics to make it better than ever. The
new, softer, quieter Hydro-Fleece fab-
ric includes an improved water shed-
ding treatment on the surface, plus
Browning’s new HMX bi-component
waterproof/breathable outer shell
fabric. This also includes an
OdorSmart antimicrobial lining to
help control bacteria that causes
human odor. New insulated models
feature ultra-warm, quiet and light-
weight PrimaLoft Sport insulation
which provides the highest warmth-
to-weight ratios of any synthetic insu-
lation. Customers choose from
PrimaLoft Parka (MSRP $300), Jacket
($368) Bib ($210) and Pant for colder
hunts, or Soft Shell Jacket ($232) and
Pant ($198) to minimize weight and

bulk. All Browning bowhunting gear is
offered in Mossy Oak Break-Up
Infinity Camo.            

Codet Wood’N Trail (800-992-
6338; www.woodntrail.com) 

Codet created its Wood’N Trail
rain suit jacket and pants set with
Exodry membrane to assure cus-
tomers stay dry in nasty weather. This
rain suit includes a 230 gram tricot lin-
ing to keep the wearer warm with the
patented Exodry membrane working
to wick moisture away from the body
while also sealing out water and cold
wind. The quiet 100 percent polyester
shell has an additional water-repel-
lent treatment, assuring the suit won’t
become weighed down by water
soaked up by the outer fabric during
prolonged exposure to the elements.
Fully seam sealed stitches assure
long term weather protection, while
the quiet shell won’t give you away to
close-range game. Multiple zippered
pockets located on the side, front
and back are ideal for storage of
everything from maps and licenses
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to hunting knives and GPS units.
Codet’s Wood’N Trail “Big Game”
camouflage pattern was designed to
blend into a wide variety of back-
grounds with the multi-earth tone
design including variations of grays,
autumn browns, tans and a touch of
green. The “open” pattern utilizes
high resolution imaging of common
trees species found across North
America. 

Haley Vines (936-875-5522;
http://haleyvines.com) 

Bowhunting duds tailored just for
gals are suddenly where it’s at, and
Haley Vines is the newest face in this
highly-competitive market. But Haley
Vines is more than just a pretty face,
offering garments constructed of the
latest fabric technologies and offering
features designed for real hunters. The
company’s All-Terrain Rain Wear
(jacket and pants) are perfect exam-
ples. This versatile, packable raingear
is super quiet and 100 percent water-
proof, while also including scent-
reducing antimicrobial treatment that
kills odor-causing body odor on con-
tact. Elbows and knees are articulated
for free range of motion. The jacket
includes raglan sleeves and wrist cuffs

and the tricot shell repels water, plus
is rip resistant. The pants have zippers
from ankle to knee and the same quiet
but tough construction. Available col-
ors include Mossy Oak Duck Blind,
King’s Snow Shadow and Black (per-
fect inside pop-up blinds).

Waterproof insulated garments
are designed for cold-weather hunts
and are offered in jacket, bibs and
pants. These are quiet, soft shelled
garments that are 100 percent wind-
and waterproof and include 100
grams of high-tech Thermolite insula-
tion. The outer jacquard “Chopstick”
laminated fleece shell includes a
heavy DWR (durable water repellent)
treatment so it will not become satu-
rated and heavy after prolonged rains,
the interior is lined with faux mink; a
heat-retention layer the manufacture
says actually warms wearers as soon
as it’s put on. These outfits receive a
scent-proof/antimicrobial treatment
to keep human odors to a minimum
and are available in King’s Snow
Shadow camouflage. 

Kryptek Apparel
(www.kryptek.com) 

The ideas driving Kryptek were
forged on the battlefield, by men who
have seen action in Afghanistan, Iraq
and other world hotspots. Kryptek
Outdoor Group’s concept designers
drew their knowledge of what worked
during actual combat experience,
rendering proven tactical gear into the
hunting and outdoor adventure mar-
kets. The Koldo Blockade Jacket
(MSRP $220) and Pant ($190) are the
company’s contribution to the
bowhunting raingear market, Class 2
garments that operate in a variety of
settings. The Koldo Blockade Jacket is
part of a three-ply raingear set (jacket
and pants) that keeps rain and wind
out while maintaining core body tem-
perature. The jacket fits right for ease
of movement and wears like armor. It
has a generous, adjustable hood
design, and rugged exterior fabric
with bonded laminate at the elbows.
The pants also have the exterior fabric
with bonded laminate at the knees,
inside pant cuffs and seat to protect
from moisture seepage and abrasion.
Rugged stitching and heat-welded
seams guarantees 100 percent water-

proof qualities. Special jacket features
include pit zippers, waterproof zip-
pers, chest-high pockets to accom-
modate packs, lined chin guard,
inside zip pocket, draw-cord waist
hem and adjustable wrist openings.
Pants include suspender-compatible
tabs, a low-profile waist-adjustment
system, 1/3 length leg zippers and
adjustable leg cuffs and thigh zippers
for effective temperature regulation.
Otherwise construction mirrors that
of the jacket, including Moth Wing
Mountain Mimicry camouflage.     

Predator Camouflage (608-787-
0500; www.predatorcamo.com) 

Predator Camouflage has seen its
ups and downs through the years but
has retained a loyal following who
consider Predator the most effective
bowhunting concealment around.
Predator camo patterns work where it
counts – under scrutiny from sharp-
eyed game. Predator has also stayed
abreast of the latest developments in
hunting clothing materials and cuts
resulting in bowhunter-friendly
designs. This also applies to the com-
pany’s Waterproof Rain Gear, offered
in Parka (MSRP $160), Pants ($130)
and Bibs ($140). All include identical
construction of 235 gram polyester
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Haley Vines offers women an all-black
option perfect for hunting from blinds.

Kryptek is a new name in high-perfor-
mance outdoor wear. The Koldo Blockade
Jacket and Pants are designed by former
military personnel to keep customers dry
and comfortable. Seams are heat welded
and pits include ventilation zips.
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warp knit fleece with soft tricot lining
to assure bowhunting stealth on the
quietest mornings on stand. All are
waterproof and breathable. The
parkas offer comfortable neoprene
cuffs with Velcro adjustment tabs, a
hood with elastic drawstring and a
multitude of useful pockets. The pants
include zippered legs to make getting
in and out of them a breeze, multiple
pockets and elastic waist with belt
loops. The bibs have adjustable sus-
penders, leg zippers and pockets. All
are offered in Predator Brown
Deception camouflage. 

Prois Hunting Apparel (970-641-
3355; www.proishunting.com) 

Prois is the original in woman-
only bowhunting clothing, operated
by Kirstie Pike, a Colorado native
who’s a hard-core hunter and savvy
about what women need in garment
design. My wife swears by Prois’ gar-
ments, this endorsement making me
wish the company offered men’s sizes.
The high-performance Eliminator
Jacket (MSRP $200) and Pants ($150)
are super quiet and designed to keep
rain and cold out. They’re designed
from waterproof and breathable fab- ric of 100 percent polyester

8,000/5,000 laminate that’s whisper
soft, with sturdy taped seams and a
reliable waterproof zipper to keep
moisture out. The billed hood  on the
jacket includes elastic drawstrings for
quick adjustment. An ingenious drop-
down ducktail design built into the
rear of the jacket allows users to
deploy it as a posterior extension
while sitting on wet ground or stash it
out of the way when not needed.
Tricot lining throughout provides
maximum mobility, plus added
warmth and comfort. Pant features
include elastic waistband with draw-
string and cord-lock, cargo pockets
and 9 inch boot zippers.  

For colder environments the
Xtreme Jacket ($270) and Pants ($175)
offers a soft and Class-1 quiet
8,000/5,000 laminated waterproof/
breathable fabric shell backed by 150-

Just-for-ladies Prois hunting garments
are made of cutting-edge materials and
designs. The Eliminator rainwear, includ-
ing 8,000/5,000 laminate for waterproof
qualities, remains whisper quiet in
demanding bowhunting situations.

Predator Parka (shown), Pants and Bibs
are made to keep the bowhunter warm
and dry when conditions turn nasty. They
include 235 gram warp knit fleece shells to
remain bowhunting stealthy on the qui-
etest mornings.
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grams of  3M Ultra Thinsulate
Insulation and a soft, non-restricting
tricot lining. The jacket includes deep
chest and hand-warmer pockets with
zippered closures; all zippers have
snap-down sliders to ensure silence.
An innovative Spandex inner sleeve
liner keeps arms mobile yet reduces
drafting while maximizing dryness.
Velcro closures at the wrists keep
weather out. Other features include a
safety harness neck opening with
magnetic tab closure (allowing the
wearer to use a safety harness beneath
the jacket), hood with exterior draw-
string, waist drawstring and ducktail
feature to keep fannies dry while sit-
ting. Pants include similar construc-
tion and 9 inch leg zippers to fit over
boots. All Prois garments include trim
fit tailored exclusively for the woman’s
physique and all are offered in
Realtree’s AP HD or Max-1 HD.   

Rivers West (800-683-0887;
www.riverswest.com) 

Headquartered in the Pacific
Northwest, where nine-month-a-year
rain and/or snow are a harsh reality,
Rivers West knows a thing or two
about reliable raingear. This is a com-
pany with a proven reputation for
producing some of the most durable
waterproof gear in the industry. The
Ranger ATJ (All-Terrain Jacket) and
Ranger ATP (Pants) continue that tra-
dition by combining modern engi-

neering with tried-and-true design
forged by those rough conditions. At
1.6 pounds, and equipped with a
diverse set of features, this $199
(MSRP) packable raingear includes
jacket with snap-off hood, sling-grip-
per shoulders, high collar with chin
guard, underarm zipper vents, center-
front storm fly with snap closure,
flashlight/knife pocket, two interior
cargo, two exterior cargo, two hand-
warmer, two expandable chest and
two zippered sleeve pockets, plus
extended shirttail hem and rear
license holder. Pants include sus-
pender buttons, Diamond-Flex
Crotch, two cargo and three rear snap
pockets, 7 inch inseam vent zipper
and 12 inch leg zippers. Both pieces
are made from the company’s L.A.W.
(Lightweight, All-Weather) System,
which gives up only a slight edge in
silence to the original, thicker H2P
fleece but makes it 25 percent lighter
than original Rivers West products,
without sacrificing any waterproof
qualities or durability. Rivers West is
so confident on the ruggedness of
these garments they offer a 12 month
“unbreakable guarantee.”  Not only
that, but the fabric comes with a 10
year waterproof warranty. The gar-
ments are offered in Realtree AP,
Mossy Oak Break-Up and Mossy Oak
Infinity. They are comfort rated from
30 to 65 degrees F.

The Reversible Jacket is designed

for more versatility, wrapped around
the company’s award-winning water-
proof fabric system. The multi-func-
tional Reversible Jacket (MSRP $250)
offers an athletic cut, five exterior
pockets, detachable hood and water-
proof zippers throughout. Shelled in
Realtree AP, turn the jacket inside-out
and customers receive the option of
True Timber Blaze, True Timber
Snowfall, or olive drab. The jacket is
made from the company’s L.A.W.
System fabric, making it water-
proof/breathable while also proving
lightweight. The Reversible carries the
same product guarantees as the
Ranger series garments.

Robinson Outdoors (507-263-
2885; www.robinsonoutdoors.com) 

One of the giants in scent-sup-
pression hunting clothing, Robinson
Outdoors has long led the way in
innovative designs that are designed
by bowhunters for bowhunters. In
rainwear the Outfitter series keeps
customers dry and warm in jacket,
pant or bib options. All include
Robinson’s SPF 60 rating (Scent
Protection Factor, the company’s
highest level of scent control) via
ScentBlocker Cold Fusion technolo-
gy, 100 percent waterproof/breath-
able RainBlocker Technology mem-
brane, DWR treatment and
BodyLock cuffs throughout. Jackets
include zip-out WindBlocker Sherpa

fleece non-carbon vest for extra
cold protection, rear safety-har-
ness slit (Tree Spider compatible),
visor hood with crown and side
adjustments, storm-flapped front
zipper, adjustable/removable arm
guard and three-piece sleeve
design for ease of motion. Pants
include adjustable waist with belt
loops, internal rubberized waist-
band to prevent slippage, zipper
fly, diamond crotch gusset, two
zippered slash pockets, two cargo
bellow and two rear patch pockets
with snap closures and 20 inch leg
zippers. The bibs are built much
like the pants, but include extend-
ed back, front and adjustable sus-
penders. All pieces are offered in
Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity or
Realtree AP.       
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Rivers West uses its own Lightweight, All-Weather (L.A.W.) construction to make the Ranger
series raingear lightweight yet tough enough to stand up to rugged use. Silent polyester
shells also make them bowhunting ready. At right you can see the “snow” side of the Rivers
West Reversible Jacket. Another version reverses to blaze orange camo.
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Rocky Brands (877-795-2410;
www.rockyboots.com) 

A long-time player in rugged
hunting boots, Rocky entered the
clothing market more than a decade
ago by snagging some of the industry’s
brightest hunting wear minds to bring
a new degree of originality to the
bowhunting market. As a result Rocky
Brands hunting clothing is innovative
and highly practical, while also prov-
ing affordable for the working stiff.
Rocky’s ProHunter Rainwear is ideal
for warm weather, early season
bowhunting. From the waterproofing
to the breathable vents, this apparel
has been designed for the hunter who
doesn’t allow wind and rain to keep
them out of the woods. Constructed
of Rocky’s Waterproof system, the
ProHunter is made with light, com-
fortable fabric with mesh lining. The
jacket includes a three-piece hood
with built-in visor and elastic cuffs.
Pants have an elastic waistband and
drawcord, front pockets, zippered
seam vents and adjustable snap legs
to make the pants more breathable
and quick to slip into when rain
approaches. Both the ProHunter
Jacket and Pant have a $70 MSRP.

When weather turns colder the
ProHunter collection also includes
an insulated parka and bib, both in a
camouflage-to-orange reversible
design with suggested retail prices
from $80 to $120. All ProHunter
styles are offered in Realtree AP.      

Russell Outdoors (270-746-
0600;
www.russelloutdoorsgear.com)

A maker of Mossy Oak Camo
wear, Russell Outdoors has brought a
lot of pure innovation to the
bowhunting table, namely through a
combination of space-age fabrics
and mountaineering/ athletic
designs creating a high level of com-
fort during extreme outdoor pur-
suits. The Drystalker 2 Jacket and Bib
Overalls were designed with cold,
wet hunts in mind – quiet enough for
the spookiest whitetail deer on a still
morning via 100 percent polyester
tricot shells and lining. The bib over-
alls include Russell waterproof and
breathable technology assuring cus-
tomers stay dry in wet conditions,

while the 4
ounce synthetic
insulation keeps
b o w h u n t e r s
warm in the
harshest envi-
ronments. Full
length front and
hip length leg
two way zippers
make venting
easy, and getting
them on and off
quick and trou-
ble free. The
Drystalker 2 4-in-
1 Jacket is also
c o m p l e t e l y
waterproof and
b r e a t h a b l e ,
designed to
cover all your customer’s needs
through changing weather condi-
tions. The outer jacket is seam sealed
and includes a stand-up collar,
adjustable wrist closures and elastic
waistband to seal out breezes. The
inner jacket is reversible and also
includes a stand-up collar, plus ribbed
cuffs and waistband and self-locking
zipper. Insulated bibs are standard
during cold-weather sits. Both also

include the
S c e n t - S t o p
antimicrobial
finish. What
more could a
whitetail hunter
ask for?  

Scent-Lok/ALS Enterprises (800-
315-5799; www.scentlok.com)  

Big news at Scent-Lok: The costly,

The ScentBlocker 60 SPF Cold Fusion activated carbon
lining, RainBlocker membrane and DWR treatment
applied to a soft polyester shell make the Outfitter series
bowhunting wear prepared for the toughest assign-
ments. We’re showing the jacket in Mossy Oak Break-Up
Infinity, while the bibs at right are pictured in the popu-
lar Realtree AP pattern.

Russell’s Drystalker 2 4-in-1 Jacket is
shown with the matching bibs.
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drawn-out class-action lawsuit initiat-
ed by a group of Minnesota hunters
with an ax to grind came to an end
recently, the U.S. Court of Appeals,
Eighth Circuit, issued a decision on
August 18 to reject the plaintiff’s core
allegations and overturn an injunc-
tion issued last year. In a nutshell, the
terms “odor eliminating” and “reac-
tivation” used in describing products
were deemed valid, stating the plain-
tiffs had failed to prove both requi-
site irreparable injury and core alle-
gations that defendants use of the
terms were false. This provides posi-
tive redemption for the company
and its products and should hush
industry critics who have too quickly
doubted ALS’s core stance on
rechargeable scent suppression.

Meanwhile, Scent-Lok’s commit-
ment to clothing innovation has
forged ahead. From Scent-Lok the
new ThunderTek Cyclone Convertible
Parka is designed to handle the nasti-
est weather. The waterproof/breath-
able outer shell is durable and quiet;
keeping wind, rain and snow at bay
while also providing Scent-Lok acti-
vated odor-eliminating technology to
help customers fool the sharp noses
of big-game animals. An insulated,
removable zip-in quilted liner and
detachable hood makes the garment
versatile in fluctuating temperatures.
Zippered pockets keep gear handy
and safe.

On another front, ALS
Enterprises’ sister company, Native
Species, offers non-scent-control togs
to keep customers dry in inhospitable
weather. The Thunderhawk Water-

proof series is designed to keep
bowhunters dry when skies
open up, featuring articulated
elbows for added mobility,
seamless sides and contoured
hem for comfort. The jacket
also includes articulated hood
and hidden chest draft-flap for
weather protection. Two chest,
two deep-well rib and inside
security pockets keep gear
secure.     

Sitka Gear (877-SITKAGR;
www.sitkagear.com) 

As I type this I’m freshly
returned from Prince of Wales
Island, Alaska, easily the
wettest region in the nation. A
couple of friends and I back-
packed into remote, rearing
alpine country through thick,

grabbing vegetation weeping cas-
cades of moisture to bowhunt Sitka
blacktail. We were on our own through
nine days of doggedly-persistent rain
and fog. Remarkably, I remained com-

www.VaneTec.com

There’s more than a dozen choices in the ThunderTek series from Scent-Lok. One of them is this
Cyclone Parka (at right) shown in the company’s Vertigo pattern.
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pletely dry during the duration of this
highly-challenging hunt, thanks to
Sitka Gear’s Gore-Tex-lined
Downpour raingear. The persistence
that finally led to arrowing a nice Sitka
buck with my Bear Archery Takedown
recurve can be attributed to this fact
alone.

The company that says it turned
clothing into gear offers a couple
options for bowhunters plying their
trade in wet conditions. The 20.5-
ounce Stormfront Jacket (MSRP $500)
and matching Pants – and Stormfront
Lite version – are decidedly Class-3
garments. This isn’t stealth wear by
any stretch of the imagination, but it’s
100 percent dependable in the harsh-
est conditions. This is raingear to
stash against unexapected thunder-
showers, wet boat or ATV rides, or
while hiking through dripping vegeta-
tion while accessing promising game
country. Gore-Tex construction guar-
antees complete waterproof, wind-
proof and breathable qualities.
Stormfront garments are built to be
extra tough, including a three-layer
Gore-Tex Performance Shell and
articulated elbows and knees for
unrestricted range of motion, pit zips
for venting during strenuous activi-

ties, taped and welded seams, water-
tight chest and hand pockets and a
bomber style hood. Stormfront Lite
gear (MSRP $300 jacket) includes a
lighter two-way stretch Gore-Tex
PacLite material to make it ultra-light
(Jacket 15 ounces) and more packable
for minimalist bowhunters on the
move. It includes welded, water-tight
zippers. Both are offered in revolu-
tionary Gore Optifade Open Country,
perfect for most western settings.      

Sitka’s Downpour Jacket ($250)
and Pants are made to be quieter, a
solid Class 2 garment due to a softer,
brushed face that brings the weight
up to 21.34 ounces. Downpour gear is
made to be lighter via the Gore-Tex
PacLite construction, garments that
offer four-way stretch, form-fitting
shape and articulated elbows and
joints for unrestricted range of motion
while climbing into a stand, conquer-
ing mountains or drawing a bow. All
the while Downpour provides 100
percent Gore-Tex assurance against
wet conditions, while breathing freely
to allow perspiration to escape unim-
peded. Useful features include a built-
in hood and minimal pockets to min-
imize weight. Downpour is offered in
Optifade Forest, a pattern Gore

designed specifically for treestand
use, but I find versatile enough to
accommodate a wide variety of ter-
rain types. 

Sportchief (800-567-1729;
www.sportchief.com) 

Sportchief is a Canadian compa-
ny situated smack dab in the middle
of some of the harshest rainwear
proving grounds in North America.
The company’s Marathon set is one of
the results of that harsh existence,
raingear that is fully waterproof via
the Aquatex membrane. It is seam
taped, has super-quiet SilentX Fabric
treated with Teflon to prevent shell
saturation in heavy downpours, and is
silent enough to assure hard-earned
efforts won’t come to a screeching halt
while trying to draw a bow on spooky
game. The jacket and pants include a
scentZro antimicrobial lining to keep
odor causing bacteria in check. This
early season rainwear includes a light
jersey lining. The Jacket (MSRP $220)
has underarm ventilation zippers and
the Pants ($170) include three pockets
and 36-inch, two-way leg zippers that
can be used for ventilation, while
making it easy to pull them on or off
over hunting boots. All zippers are

waterproof to keep moisture out.
Sportchief products are offered in

Sitka’s Stormfront wear, in standard and
Lite versions, isn’t the quietest raingear on
the market, but Gore-Tex Active Shell and
PacLite membranes and tough outer shells
make them very rugged and easily pack-
able.

The Quebec, Canada company Sportchief makes
their weather-proof togs waterproof, breathable and
silent via SilentX shells and Aquatex membranes, also
adding scentZro treatment to assure human odors
are kept to a minimum. Matching pants are at right.
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a wide variety of camouflage options,
including the company’s own snow
and woodland patterns.

Under Armour (888-376-2004;
www.underarmour.com)

The Ridge Reaper Series from
Under Armour has been a bowhunt-
ing favorite since 2009, when it was
introduced. Whether stalking bugling
bulls or guarding a hot whitetail trail,
these duds keep your customers
“Always Lethal” - in the words of the
manufacturer. The series has now
been expanded to include two innov-
ative systems: Ridge Reaper Shell
Jacket (MSRP $250) & Bib ($250) and
Early Season Hoody ($130) and Pant
($120). The Jacket & Bib offer the latest
in quiet waterproof performance,
including 100 percent waterproof and
breathable ArmourStorm fabric,
ultra-silent polyester shells, Capture
scent technology, large pockets and
RiRi Aquazip zippers. The Hoody &
Pant set are much lighter, meaning
they are made for warmer conditions
and are only water resistant. They are
super quiet, include Capture scent
technology and offer an athletic fit
that allows customers to move freely.
The original Ridge Reaper Jacket
($200) & Pant ($180) set are also water
resistant but super quiet. They offer
the same construction as the above
products in a “mid-weight” option for
cool but not cold hunts and feature a
rotational arm construction for added
mobility and zippered cuffs for a sleek
fit around the arms. 

Wrapping Up
These are a sampling of the

rugged, innovative, and most impor-
tantly, bowhunting quiet rainproof
garments available to today’s
bowhunters. Granted even the latest
bowhunting raingear isn’t as whisper
quiet as traditional wool or unlined
polar or Berber fleece (the touch-
stones in bowhunting stealth wear),
but it’s the best we can do for the time
being. When conditions turn harsh
outside, when dealing with unpre-

dictable seasons complete with unex-
pected showers that arrive without
warning, it’s a necessary evil. Be that
as it may, we’ve come a long way from
the days of rubberized outfits creating
all the noise of an unfurled trash sack.
The best raingear keeps customers in
the game, it’s as simple as that, and
unless they plan to spend as much
time indoors as out, rest assured they
will eventually show up seeking some-
thing to keep them in the field when
Mother Nature turns damp and cool.

•  GrizzlyStik Bows, Arrows & Broadheads
• ABS Exclusive! Silver Flame Broadheads
• Power Broadhead Sharpeners

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828

Dr. Ed AshbyDr. Ed Ashby

Ridge Reaper garments from Under
Armour come in waterproof (Shell Jacket
& Bib) and water resistant (Early Season
Hoody & Pants and original mid-weight).
All the offerings have an athletic fit, use
high-tech materials and feature Capture
scent control.
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